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the world before the Deluge, That cataclysm is a few hours
off. It will submerge us like a wave. When it has passed there
will be very few of us left. It does not matter whether God
shall assail us with water, for our sins, or whether we shall,
to the greater glory of Science, murder with wheel-by-
products . . . nearly everyone of us murdering nearly
everyone else. There will be almost none of us left. . . .
Haifa dozen in Schenectady; a hundred in the delightful
little Delaware-Maryland-Virginia peninsula that I hope
we may get to before we are done. A few thousand will be
in the Azores, the Madeiras, in Ceuta, Algeciras, the Saintes-
Maries, Diana Marino, Asia Minor, Herat ... on the
Hoang Ho. . . * Then round the world, re-emerging from
the clouds of poison gas, will go an afflatus. Suddenly it
shall be manifest to us what we must do to be saved. History
will have repeated itself.
§
Just so, after the last Deluge—the one that destroyed the
unfinished Palace of the Nations, not at Geneva, but at
Babel—an afflatus—an immense Will went round the fortieth
parallel of latitude N* The former Mason and Dixon
Line re-established itself. (We Nordics had naturally, with
our efficiency, completely eradicated ourselves . . - then,
as to-morrow we shall.)
That immense Will kept humanity to the decencies, not
by Laws but bycustumals. If you like, it was the product of
thousands of years of pre-diluvian experience. If you prefer,
it was the manifestation of innocence. No one desired to
harm anyone else because the world needed all its man-
power; no one desired to dispossess- anyone else because
there were too many possessions. '. . . As if four people
had been turned loose in an empty Macy's and told to help
themselves. *
In other words, there is no imaginable reason why in a
world of softly equable climate and fertile soil with no
excess of population, the idea of murder as the chief,
if not the sole, means to wealth should ever have been
born.

